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Chapter 1
Core

2 New Concepts in Commerce

Consumer 
choice
Congratulations! You are about to begin the 
exciting subject called ‘Commerce’. Commerce is 
not a totally new subject to you. In one sense you 
have been practising Commerce ever since you 
made your first purchase many years ago. That 
simple transaction launched you on life’s journey 
as a consumer and as an important part of the 
commercial world. 

Commerce examines how people earn their 
income, how they spend their money, and how 
and what goods and services are produced. It also 
investigates the ways in which governments and 
the law influence people’s commercial behaviour.

Undertaking this Commerce course will give 
you a better understanding of how to make wise 
commercial decisions.

 Student workbook 1.1 Start up!

Focus 
On completion of this chapter, you will have learned 
how to identify, research and evaluate options when 
making decisions related to solving the problems and 
issues that confront consumers.
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Chapter 1   Consumer choice 3

Glossary
acceptable quality a product fit for purpose, 
acceptable in appearance and finish, free from defects, 
safe and durable

acceptance when the offeree agrees to the proposal

barter the swapping or exchanging of one good for 
another

book-up a charge account operated by a trader

budget a list of income and likely expenditures

business any organisation that produces and sells 
goods and services in order to make a profit

caveat emptor a term meaning ‘let the buyer beware’

cheque a written communication ordering your 
financial institution to pay a person a specific amount 
of money

commerce the buying and selling of goods and 
services between individuals and businesses

comparison shopping contacting (by telephone, 
internet or in person) a number of sellers to obtain the 
best deal

consideration the giving up of something of value

consumer someone who purchases goods and services 
to satisfy needs and wants

consumer guarantees a set of rights and remedies 
for defective goods and services

contract a legally binding agreement

distribution chain the ways of getting the product 
to the customer

drawee the financial institution that provides cheque 
account facilities

drawer the person who writes and signs a cheque 

e-commerce the buying and selling of information, 
goods and services via the internet

EFTPOS electronic funds transfer at point of sale

electronic transfer the transfer of funds from one 
account to another via the internet or telephone

e-tailer electronic retailer

goods items that you can see or touch

impulse buying buying something without giving 
much thought as to whether you really need it

income money received on a regular basis from work, 
property, business, investment or welfare payments

interest the extra money you have to pay back when 
borrowing money

labour force people aged 15 and over who are either 
employed or unemployed

mail order to buy products, via catalogues, for 
delivery by mail

manufacturer a person or business that makes goods

money any token, with an agreed value, that people 
accept as payment in exchange for a good or service

needs things that are necessary for survival, such as 
water and food 

offer a proposal

online shopping purchasing products over the internet

payee the person who is to receive the money from a 
cheque

price the amount of money a consumer is prepared to 
offer in exchange for a good or service

profit what remains after all business expenses are 
deducted from sales revenue

redress to set right

retailer a business that sells products directly to 
consumers

rip off to overcharge or swindle

scam an illegal business practice

services things done for you by others

unconscionable act any practice by a seller that is 
just not reasonable and often illegal

wants things that are not essential for survival but 
that we would like to have

wholesaler buys goods in large quantities from the 
manufacturer
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4 New Concepts in Commerce

Commerce and choice

1.1

The world of commerce is everywhere. It is all 
around us, going on day and night, today and 
tomorrow. The world of commerce never sleeps, but 
is an active and exciting place full of surprise and 
change. 

Surviving in this competitive world of commerce 
is not easy. Many of the things you will do as a 
consumer will require wise decision making. Now 
and in the future you will be managing your own 
money. You will be earning, spending and saving 
your income. Through improving your knowledge 
of how the world of commerce operates, you can 
learn to make wise consumer decisions.

In our daily lives, some of the most common 
commercial choices include:
•	 what to buy
•	 where to go on holiday
•	 where to live (do we buy a house/flat or rent 

one?)
•	 what career to follow
•	 which investment gives the highest return
•	 how much to save versus how much 

to spend.
‘Commerce’ is not a totally 

new subject to you. Imagine, 
for example, that you have 
$30. Because you have only a 
limited amount of money, you 
are forced to make a choice. You 
can choose to buy either a DVD 
or a T-shirt. Alternatively, you could 
choose to save your money with the intention of 
buying an iPad later on. 

decisions affecting the quality 
of our lives
Toby faces some important decisions. He wants 
to purchase a mobile phone but is not sure which 
plan to choose or if a pre-paid card is better. He 
wants to open a savings account but doesn’t know 
which one provides the best features. He has been 
offered a part-time job at a local bakery but is 
uncertain about how this will affect his schoolwork. 
He also wants to purchase only products that are 
environmentally friendly.

Toby realises that making decisions can 
sometimes be difficult. To make wise decisions, 

he must research the different options available, 
evaluate each one, and then make a final selection.

Making wise decisions depends not on good luck 
but on being well prepared and well informed. A 
poor decision may result in financial difficulties 
and personal unhappiness. 

Whether decisions are made on impulse, by 
habit or after careful evaluation of the alternatives, 
each one can have a direct effect on the quality of 
our lives. 

Consumer decisions
We are all consumers. A consumer is someone 
who purchases goods and services to satisfy 
needs and wants. Everyone has needs and wants 
and we spend a lot of time and money trying to 
satisfy them. Consumers, therefore, are constantly 
making choices when they buy goods and services.

Toby must 
make some 
important 
decisions.
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Chapter 1   Consumer choice 5

ˆNot long ago, consumers who wanted to find out 
about an item to purchase simply asked the store 
owner. However, in today’s complex marketplace, 
filled with a vast range of goods and services, 
decision making can be complicated. For example, 
a consumer shopping in a supermarket can choose 
from thousands of goods. As more choices become 
available, especially due to the growing popularity 
of internet shopping which makes decision making 
even more complex, it is increasingly difficult for 
consumers to make wise decisions. 

Some consumer decisions are relatively simple 
because the amount of money you have is limited. 
On other occasions, you may be forced to make 
difficult choices, especially when businesses try 
to persuade you to buy their product by using 
influential advertising.

You should consider three basic questions before 
you decide to buy something:
1. Do I really want this item? If you purchase one 

thing, you will have to do without something 
else. Therefore, choose the product that gives you 
the greatest amount of satisfaction.

2. Can I afford it? By purchasing this product, will 
you have enough money left for other essential 
items? Because you cannot have everything you 
want, you must decide which items you want 
most and can afford.

3. Is there something better? By shopping around, 
or using the internet, you can compare similar 
products, allowing you to select the product that 
best suits your needs. As well, you will be able to 
compare prices. 

Glossary
commerce the buying and selling of goods and 
services between individuals and businesses
consumer someone who purchases goods and 
services to satisfy needs and wants
goods items that you can see or touch
money any token, with an agreed value, that people 
accept as payment in exchange for a good or service
needs things that are necessary for survival, such as 
water and food 
price the amount of money a consumer is prepared 
to offer in exchange for a good or service
services things done for you by others
wants things that are not essential for survival but 
that we would like to have

Activities
Understand
1 What is meant by the term 'commerce'?
2 List four common commercial choices people have 

to make in their everyday lives.
3 What is a consumer? Why are all consumers forced 

to make choices?
4 Explain the difference between a need and a want. 

Paste in your notebook pictures of three of your 
needs and three of your wants.

5 List the three basic questions you should consider 
before buying something.

6 What are the consequences of making poor 
commercial decisions?

Think
7 You receive a gift of $100. You need to make some 

commercial decisions:
(a) What will you spend the money on? Why?
(b) Will you save any money? Why?

8 Do you believe people can learn how to make wise 
consumer decisions? Give reasons for your answer.

9 Think of a product you recently purchased that 
you now think was an unwise choice. Why do you 
consider the choice to be unwise? Outline what 
influenced you to buy the product.

Communicate
10 Design a pamphlet aimed at 15-year-old students 

explaining the importance of making wise consumer 
decisions. 

11 In small groups, discuss how the internet may 
influence consumer decision making. Summarise the 
views of the group as dot points in a PowerPoint 
presentation. 

 Student workbook 1.2  
Teenage spending habits

Making wise consumer choices can sometimes be difficult.
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6 New Concepts in Commerce

1.2

More decisions to make
Life can become complicated, especially when 
important decisions need to be made. Apart from 
everyday consumer decisions, you may have to 
make decisions related to financial, business, 
employment, legal or environmental factors. 

Financial decisions
The most basic financial decision consumers need 
to make is how much of their income to save and 
how much to spend. Income is money received 
on a regular basis from work, property, business, 
investment or welfare. To gain the greatest possible 
satisfaction from their income, many people 
develop a financial plan. Consumers need plans so 
that they will have enough money to satisfy their 
wants. A plan might cover income and spending 
for the week, month, year and even future years. 
By making these plans, consumers should be able 
to improve their wellbeing or quality of life. These 
plans are called budgets. 
 Consumers who do not have a budget are often 
heard saying that ‘money burns a hole in my 
pocket’: a sure sign of poor financial decision 
making.

I never have 
enough money.

That’s because 
you do not have a 

budget.

How would a 
budget help?

A budget assists you 
to make wise financial 
decisions because it 

controls your desire to  
buy on impulse.

Business decisions
As a high school student, perhaps you have 
operated your own ‘business’: mowing neighbours’ 
lawns, babysitting or setting up a stall at a local 
community market. If so, you have entered the 
world of business. A business is any organisation 
that produces and sells goods and services in order 
to make a profit. It also provides people with 
employment, and is a key player in the economy.
 As a business owner, you must make a number 
of important decisions. How well you make these 
decisions largely determines the success of your 
business. The main business decisions include:
•	 To whom will I sell my good or service?
•	 How much will I charge?
•	 Where will I buy my supplies?
•	 How will I market my business?
 By producing 
goods or services 
for sale on the 
market, you 
hope to achieve 
a number of 
business goals. 
Making a profit is 
perhaps the most 
basic of these. A 
business makes 
a profit when the 
income earned 
(revenue) is 
greater than the 
costs of production 
(expenses).

Employment decisions
Students are often asked: ‘What do you want to 
do when you leave school?’ It can be a difficult 
question to answer, especially when you are young 
and the labour force is changing so rapidly. 
 The decision on which career path to take is one 
of the most important you will make. Therefore, 
you need to investigate the various options. When 
deciding on a career, you should consider:
•	 your abilities, interests and personality 
•	 the careers market — what is available now as 

well as future prospects
•	 how to become qualified and prepare yourself for 

a job.
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Chapter 1   Consumer choice 7

Glossary
budget a list of income and likely expenditures

business any organisation that produces and sells 
goods and services in order to make a profit

income money received on a regular basis from 
work, property, business, investment or welfare 
payments

labour force people aged 15 and over who are 
either employed or unemployed

profit what remains after all business expenses are 
deducted from sales revenue

Environmental decisions
One important set of decisions, which will directly 
affect your physical quality of life, involves the 
responsibility to protect the world’s environment 
both for now and in the future. As a consumer, 
you can decide to purchase products that are less 
harmful to the environment. You can also recycle 
glass, tin cans, aluminium cans, newspapers, 
plastic bottles and clothing. Consumers are being 
encouraged to consider alternatives to the plastic 
shopping bag because it is not biodegradable. 
Sometimes environmental decisions can be difficult 
to make because we are confused about which 
products are environmentally safe.

Activities
Understand
 1 What is meant by the term ‘budget’?
 2 What is the purpose of business?
 3 Identify two ways in which people are dependent 

on business.
 4 Explain how a business makes a profit.
 5 List the three factors you should consider when 

deciding on a career.

Think
 6 Predict the likely outcome of not having a budget.
 7 What is meant by the expression, ‘Money burns a 

hole in my pocket’?

Communicate
 8 In small groups, list five products available today 

that are thought to be harmful to the environment. 
What are the alternatives to purchasing these 
products? Summarise the views of the group as dot 
points in a PowerPoint presentation. 

 9 In small groups, create a one-minute roleplay to explain 
the importance of recycling. Present it to the class.

Investigate
10 Use the library and the internet to research and 

report on the changes in the labour force over the 
last 30 years. For example, research the changing 
proportion of women in the labour force, and the 
number of people under 20 and over 60. 

 Student workbook 1.3 Using spider maps

Legal decisions
For most simple purchases, you will be able to look 
after yourself. However, with the wide variety of 
products available today, legal decisions are more 
complex. It may be difficult to determine on first 
inspection if a product is faulty, especially if it is 
well packaged. Consequently, laws such as the 
Competition and Consumer Act 2010 (Cwlth) and the 
Fair Trading Act 1987 (NSW) have been developed 

to protect the consumer. If 
you buy a product and then 
find it is faulty, you need to 
be aware of your rights and 
responsibilities according 
to the law for consumer 
protection. 

I’ve 
bought a 
lemon!
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8 New Concepts in Commerce

1.3

Most goods and services are available from more 
than one retailer or e-tailer. Often the same 
product costs different amounts at different stores 
or sites. Shopping around to obtain the best deal 
is referred to as comparison shopping. When 
making a major purchase, it is essential you 
compare the price, quality, availability and after-
sales service. If you know the cheapest price in 
the marketplace, you are in a better bargaining 
position. If the prices are almost identical in all 
stores or sites, the most conveniently located store 
or the site you are familiar with is probably a wise 
choice. If there is a lot of difference in the prices, 
the cheapest product may not always be the best 
buy because it may be of inferior quality and 
consequently not last as long as more expensive 
items. The more you know about the items you 
intend to buy, the better shopper you will be.

Com fact
Many Australian families spend up to 40 per cent of 
their disposable income at the supermarket each week. 
Therefore, comparing grocery prices can save a family 
quite a lot of money over time.

Online shopping — e-commerce — has made 
comparison shopping much easier. You can quickly 
compare prices for a wide variety of products from 
online stores around the world. However, whether it is 
an online ‘click’ store or a real ‘brick’ store, you should 
always avoid the temptation of impulse buying.

If you shop around, here is what you will find.

types of goods and services
There are many different types of goods and services 
and we buy them for a range of reasons; for 
example, consumables, household goods, luxury 
items, repair services or information services.

Some types of shop are cheaper than others. 
For example, department stores (Myer), discount 
variety stores (Target and Big W) and large 
specialty stores (Retravision and Betta outlets) are 
usually cheaper than small, independent retailers 
because larger stores can carry more stock. 
However, most small retailers focus on high levels 
of assistance and after-sales service. 

Comparison shopping

Ways of 
conducting a 
comparison 

shopping survey

There are many different ways to compare products and prices.
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Chapter 1   Consumer choice 9

different brands and products
Some brands are cheaper than others. Well-known, 
highly reputable brands tend to be more expensive 
than those brands that are not well known. 
However, this does not always mean that a cheaper 
product is of inferior quality although, generally, 
expensive products are better quality and will last 
longer. When you buy a product, you need to think 
about its quality as well as the price. 

Many bargains turn out to be poor-quality imitations of the 
real thing. Bargain hunters must learn what steps to take to 
protect themselves in their search for value.

Choosing what to buy
Do not be pressured into buying something quickly. 
Making a quick decision will usually result in 
you wasting your money. Purchases made on 
the spur of the moment can often turn out to be 
unsatisfactory. You may be left with a product 
which does not meet your requirements and which 
you may never use. 

To help you make wise decisions in future, follow 
the eight rules for comparison shopping.

Compare after-sales
service and 
guarantees.

Keep all receipts
and invoices.

7.

8.

Think carefully 
about what you 
want.

Shop around for 
the best deal.

Investigate the
product‘s features.

Decide beforehand
how you want to 
pay.

1.

2.

3.

4.

Check the refund
and returns policy.

Do not sign 
anything you do 
not understand
or a blank form.

5.

6.

  

Eight rules for comparison shopping

Glossary
comparison shopping contacting (by telephone, 
internet or in person) a number of sellers to obtain 
the best deal

e-commerce the buying and selling of information, 
goods and services via the internet

e-tailer electronic retailer

impulse buying buying something without giving 
much thought as to whether you really need it

retailer a business that sells products directly to 
consumers

Activities
Understand
1 How is impulse buying different from comparison 

shopping?
2 List the sources you could use if you wished to 

undertake a comparison-shopping exercise.
3 Briefly outline the main advantages of comparison 

shopping.
4 Here are a number of strategies you can use to help 

avoid impulse buying. Copy each of them into your 
notebook and then explain how the strategy would 
help you to avoid falling into the trap of impulse 
buying.
(a) Prepare a shopping list.
(b) Compare different brands.
(c) Compare prices at different stores.
(d) Ask yourself, ‘Do I really need this?’.

Communicate
5 Advise others of the advantages of comparison 

shopping by either:
(a) creating a collage poster
(b) designing a pamphlet
(c) preparing a PowerPoint presentation.

6 In small groups, either visit different electronic 
retailers or use the Comparison.com.au weblink in 
your eBookPLUS to research and determine the best 
deal for a:
(a) 14 megapixel digital camera with 10 × optical 

zoom
(b) 42” (106 cm) LED television with 1920 × 1080 pixel 

resolution
(c) 34 litre 1000 watt microwave oven.
Select a product from the list and explain why it 
was the best deal. Share your results with the rest of 
the class.

 Student workbook 1.4 Shop to a budget
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10 New Concepts in Commerce

Choosing where to buy (1)

1.4

range of locations and sources
Once you have decided what you want to buy, the 
next decision is where to buy the product. Once 
manufacturers have produced products, they 
are then usually distributed to wholesalers. 
The wholesaler buys large quantities, then sells 

smaller quantities to retailers. Wholesalers add 
their costs and a profit to the price they charge 
the retailer. The retailer then sells the products 
directly to the consumer. Retailers, too, add their 
costs and a profit to arrive at the recommended 
retail price. 

Case study
What price should I really pay?  
Manufacture price? Wholesale price? Retail price? 
Discount price?
Basically, there are four types of prices at which products 
sell in passing from the manufacturer to the consumer. 
These are:
1. The manufacture price, which is the price at which 

wholesalers purchase products.
2. The wholesale price, which is the price at which 

retailers purchase products.
3. The recommended retail price, which is the normal selling 

price at which stores sell the product. This is the price at 
which the manufacturer and/or wholesaler suggests the 
retailer (the person selling directly to the public) sells 
the product. (This can sometimes be 50 to 100 per cent 
more than the price paid to the wholesaler.)

4. The discount price, which is any price below the 
recommended retail price.

The following diagram shows the usual distribution chain 
through which products pass from the place of manufacture 
to the point where they are sold. At each stage in this 
distribution chain, the seller needs to make a profit. This 
is done by selling the products at a higher price than the 
price at which they were bought. This means that the final 
price consumers pay depends on the price the seller paid 
and the profit he or she makes, or at which stage in the 
chain consumers buy the goods. Sometimes, for example, 
the consumer can buy products at a cheaper price directly 
from the manufacturer or wholesaler.

Non-store retail Retail stores Locations

Mail order
Door-to-door
Party plan
Auction
Telemarketing
Internet shopping
Vending machines

Convenience stores
Department stores
Discount department stores
Supermarkets/hypermarkets
Specialty stores
Stall/marketplaces

Local
Regional
Interstate
Global

The range of locations and sources that consumers can 
access to purchase products

ConsumersRetailers

Sometimes

Sometimes

ELECTRIC CITY

ACE HI-FI

Wholesaler

Warehouse

Manufacturer

The distribution chain. In a country as large as Australia it is necessary to provide a reliable and efficient 
distribution network. The vital link between each of the organisations is transport.
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Chapter 1   Consumer choice 11

Developments in transportation and technology, 
especially communications technology, have 
provided consumers with a wide range of locations 
and sources from which to purchase products (see 
the table opposite).

The type of product to be purchased will usually 
be the main factor influencing both location 
and source decisions. For example, we normally 
purchase everyday products such as foodstuffs at 
a local supermarket. We might buy a DVD over the 
internet from a retailer located in another country 
or from a mail order catalogue.

Each type of location and source has advantages 
and disadvantages for consumers. Usually, where 
to shop will be a matter of individual choice. One 
consumer might be prepared to travel some distance 
to shop at a specialty store where the range may 
be more selective, while another consumer might 
prefer to shop at the local mall. The local shopping 
centre might be the only option for some groups who 
are unable to travel far or who do not have internet 
access; for example, the elderly.

Mail order
Mail order is a system of shopping in which the 
consumer completes and posts an order form, 
usually from a magazine or catalogue, and receives 
products through the mail. 

 The advantages of 
mail order shopping 
include:
•	the range of products  
often not available in 
 retail stores
•	the convenience  
 for consumers with 
 a handicap or those 
 who live in remote 
 communities.
 However there 
are a number of 
disadvantages with 
this type of purchasing 
including the risk of:
•	losing money if a 
 business does not 
 send the product
•	products being 
  different in reality    

from the way they appear in the catalogue
•	problems tracing a business which uses only a 

post office box number if a refund is required.
The electronic version of a mail order catalogue 

is online shopping or television channels dedicated 
to showing product demonstration commercials. 

Glossary
distribution chain the ways of getting the 
product to the customer

mail order to buy products, via catalogues, for 
delivery by mail

manufacturer a person or business that makes 
goods

wholesaler buys goods in large quantities from the 
manufacturer

Activities
Understand
1 What is the difference between a manufacturer, 

wholesaler and retailer? 
2 Explain why it is sometimes cheaper to buy from a 

manufacturer or wholesaler than a retailer.
3 What is the difference between the recommended 

retail price and the discount price?
4 A manufacturer sells a product to a wholesaler 

for $50.00. The wholesaler adds on 50 per cent 
when selling it to the retailer. The retailer adds on 
another 65 per cent when reselling it. Calculate 
the price the consumer will pay for the product.

5 List the advantages and disadvantages of mail 
order shopping.

6 Collect three mail-order catalogues. Paste the order 
forms into your notebook and then answer the 
following questions about each catalogue:
(a) Is the order form easy to understand or 

confusing?
(b) What do the letters ‘p & p’ mean?
(c) What methods of payment are accepted?
(d) Would you purchase the goods being 

advertised? Why or why not?

Think
7 Why are more expensive products such as washing 

machines and televisions often easier to buy at 
less than the recommended retail price than less 
expensive ones such as magazines and sweets?

8 Why would a retailer be prepared to sell at less 
than the recommended retail price?

Communicate 
9 In small groups, discuss: ‘Home shopping via the 

television or internet makes it more difficult to be 
a wise consumer’. Choose a spokesperson to share 
the group’s comments with the class. 

Investigate
10 Compare the prices of a wholesaler and a retailer 

for a range of similar brand household electrical 
appliances. What generalisations can you make 
about price variations based on your evidence?

Magnamail catalogue 
purchases can be made by 
mail, fax, phone or online.
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12 New Concepts in Commerce

online shopping
The internet is revolutionising the way people 
shop as it provides consumers with a whole new 
shopping experience: online shopping. With a 
personal computer connected to the internet and 
a credit card, the whole shopping experience is 
available to consumers at home and people can 
buy almost anything from anywhere in the world.

Shoppers who are ‘time poor’ like the convenience 
of shopping online. It is quick and easy if you know 
what you are looking for, or have to decide between 
only a few products. Other consumers like being 
able to shop around for the cheapest price or to 
select from a wide range of goods and services at 
a time that suits them. However, online shopping 
can become time-consuming and boring if you are 
making a purchase that requires lots of comparisons 
over many sites. 

Regardless of the reason for using your mouse 
rather than leaving your house, you should be 
aware of some of the risks involved with online 
shopping. The basic rules of wise shopping still 
apply, especially since Australian consumer 
protection law is not normally enforceable for 
overseas purchases. It is essential you read the 
policies regarding refunds and returns and your 

Choosing where to buy (2)

1.5

privacy before you provide your credit card details. 
This is especially true for online auction sites. 
Before you become involved in an online auction, 
make sure you understand how it works, what your 
rights are and what you can do if things go wrong.

If you use only trusted online shopping sites 
and are not tempted by any deals that seem too 
good to be true, shopping online can be just as safe 
as in a store. It is recommended that you use a 
separate credit card with a low limit to make online 
payments instead of debit cards. That way you 
can protect your bank account should your card 
number be compromised.

The main advantages of online shopping are:
•	 an increase in the range of sources from which 

you can buy
•	 comparison shopping can be done from the 

comfort of your home and at a convenient time
•	 the product may be cheaper
•	 it allows for quick price comparisons
•	 relatively quick delivery times even from 

overseas sites
•	 allows the use of mobile devices and apps which 

make online shopping easier.
However, there are a number of disadvantages of 

online shopping, including:
•	 a website may not be permanent and tracing the 

owner if anything goes wrong may be impossible
•	 a delivery charge must be added to the price
•	 the return of a faulty product will take time and 

effort
•	 supplying credit card details can be risky unless 

the site is secure; that is, personal information is 
coded

•	 the proliferation of scams and internet fraud.

Com fact
Tips for online shopping
•	 Check the details regarding product return, refund 

and exchange.
•	 Ensure that the site is secure and that credit card 

details are encrypted.
•	 Convert the displayed price to Australian dollars.
•	 Receive confirmation of your order and follow its 

progress.

Nowadays, many 
consumers are 
shopping online 
to save time and 
money.  
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Chapter 1   Consumer choice 13

As well as using personal computers, consumers 
are increasingly using smartphones to compare 
product features, search for the cheapest prices, or 
find store locations. Woolworths, for example, offers 
a smartphone app to make price comparisons 
easier, create and save a shopping master list, 
locate stores and 
scan the barcodes 
of products. Online 
shopping will become 
increasingly popular 
as more businesses 
provide shopping 
applications (apps) for 
use with smartphones. 

Glossary
online shopping purchasing products over the 
internet

Case study
Click now, pay more 
later
As usual I had left my 
Christmas shopping to the 
last minute. In desperation,  
I turned to the internet in the 
hope of finding quick and easy 
bargains. This was my first error of 
judgement as costly mistakes can 
easily be made when rushing. 
My second mistake was not concentrating and failing 
to read the payment details. 
 These mistakes resulted in the iPod case I had 
purchased online for $9.95 with free postage — less 
than a third of the price compared to the local Apple 
store — actually costing $52.95 as I discovered when 
I read the emailed receipt the next day. 
 In my haste I had clicked the ‘Buy now with 1-click’ 
button which I later discovered automatically selected 
priority express delivery. This prompt delivery had 
cost me $43.00. Retracing my purchase I found that 
activating the ‘1-click’ button meant I was not given 
a price for shipping the iPod case nor the option to 
confirm my purchase. It really was a ‘1-click’ purchase! 
That click had proved costly. However, by the time I 
had realised my mistake, it was too late to correct 
because the iPod case had already been dispatched.
 This bad experience taught me to always carefully 
review my purchase before making final payment to 
make sure I know the final price.

Activities
Understand
1 List two reasons why people may prefer to shop online.
2 Tamzin decided to purchase an iPod she saw 

advertised on an interstate electronic company’s 
website. The price was $185 (including postage 
and packaging). She completed the credit payment 
details and emailed her order.
(a) What extra charges are included in the cost of 

the iPod?
(b) What should Tamzin have done locally before 

purchasing off the internet?
(c) Explain how Tamzin is at a disadvantage if the 

iPod is faulty.
(d) Why should Tamzin keep a record of (i) the 

order and (ii) the retailer’s address details?

Think
3 Select what you consider to be the most important 

advantage and disadvantage of online shopping. 
Justify your selections.

4 Read the case study above and then answer the 
following questions.
(a) Why was the total amount of the transaction 

$52.95 when the iPod case cost only $9.95?
(b) Outline how the consumer could have avoided 

the mistakes made during this online shopping 
experience.

5 Use the NSW Fair Trading Money Stuff weblink in 
your eBookPLUS to read about how to protect yourself 
when shopping online. Prepare a summary of this 
information by creating a wordcloud consisting of 
what you consider to be the twenty most important 
words. 

6 Use the Woolworths Smartphone App in your 
eBookPLUS to learn about the app’s features. What 
benefits does this app offer a Woolworths customer?

 Student workbook 1.5 Product website search

Christmas is a 
busy time for 
online shopping.

The Woolworths smartphone 
shopping app can be used 
to undertake product 
research as well as to make 
purchases.
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14 New Concepts in Commerce

Choosing where to buy (3)

1.6

types of retail outlet
While retailing has become much more complex 
and sophisticated in the twenty-first century, the 
basic idea has not changed. Buyers and sellers still 
come together in a marketplace and products are 
exchanged for money.

There are five main types of retail outlet. 
1. Convenience ‘corner’ stores. These stores were 

once located in residential areas but are now 
commonly attached to service stations.

Convenience stores sell a variety of products, 
concentrating on food items, magazines and 
newspapers. Prices at these stores are usually 
higher than at supermarkets and there is 
generally less choice available. However, they are 
convenient.

2. Specialty stores. Hairdressers, newsagents and 
gift shops are examples of specialty stores. 
They specialise in either one type of product 
or service or a limited range of a few products. 
Some specialty stores are part of a larger 
franchise chain such as Dymocks and The Body 
Shop.

7-Eleven — a convenience store The Body Shop — a specialty store

Discount variety stores 
attract a large number 
of customers because of 
their convenient location, 
large range of stock and 
cheaper prices.

A department store offers the convenience of 
one-stop shopping.

Supermarkets sell a wide range of goods.

The main advantage to purchasing goods 
from a specialty store is the service and product 
knowledge provided by the sales staff.

3. Discount variety stores. These stores are of a 
plain design and offer basic customer service. 
Their products are normally cheaper than those 
of department stores. Kmart, Target and Big W 
are all examples of this type of retailing.

4. Department stores. Myer and David Jones are 
two well-known examples of retail department 
stores. These stores sell a large range of products 
within the one store. Because they buy in bulk, 
their prices are often cheaper than at specialty 
stores. However, because they offer some sales 
assistance on the shop floor, their prices tend to 
be higher than those of a discount variety store.

5. Supermarkets. These are large, self-serve stores 
such as Woolworths, Aldi and Coles. Originally 
selling only food items, they are now becoming 
more like discount variety stores, offering a large 
range of items for sale. Some supermarkets that 
have expanded to sell an even larger range of 
products have evolved into hypermarkets.
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Chapter 1   Consumer choice 15

The stores are located under the one roof, 
air-conditioned for consumer comfort and, most 
importantly, provide plenty of parking. Often, 
cinemas and food halls are part of the shopping 
complex. Customers from the surrounding region 
travel to these complexes. 

3. Interstate or globally. Nowadays, mainly due to 
the ease of online shopping, consumers can 
purchase goods from another state or country. 
We live in a global world, rather than a world 
limited by national borders. Consumers are 
no longer restricted to their local or regional 
shopping centres. Consequently, consumers 
in search of a specific item, cheaper prices or 
greater variety will often decide to purchase 
from a global marketplace. 

A large regional shopping centre

Com fact
An average hypermarket has up to 100 checkouts 
and 90 to 100 aisles. They stock over 60  000 items 
compared to a supermarket, which stocks approximately 
14  000.

buying locally, regionally, 
interstate and globally
Once a consumer decides what to buy, he or she 
then needs to decide where they will shop. 
1. Locally. The local convenience store or shopping 

arcade, containing a takeaway, newsagent 
and possibly a fruit and vegetable store, will 
frequently be used by consumers who live 
nearby. People travelling to and from school or 
work often shop here because of the convenient 
location. However, their purchases are restricted 
to only a few basic items. For a larger variety of 
goods, they will need to shop at a regional centre.

2. Regionally. Department stores, discount 
department stores and supermarkets are often 
located in large regional shopping complexes, 
such as Westfield shopping centres, and are 
surrounded by numerous specialty stores.

Activities
Understand
1 What is the basic idea of retailing?
2 How are specialty stores able to exist in 

competition with large discount variety stores?
3 List one advantage and one disadvantage of buying 

goods from each of the five different types of retail 
outlet.

4 Examine the table entitled 'The range of locations 
and sources that consumers can access to purchase 
products’ on page 10. Name a real-life example of 
each type of retail store and non-store retailer.

Think
5 Over the past ten years or more, two interesting 

trends have emerged in retailing. One is the 
increase in the number of grocery supermarkets 
with delicatessens, bakeries and coffee shops. 
Another is that, during the same period, the 
number of small, family-owned grocery stores has 
decreased.
(a) What do you think has caused this trend in 

retailing?
(b) What strategy would you suggest to help a 

small, family-owned grocery store prosper? 

Investigate
6 Conduct a survey of class members to determine how 

often they visit each of the different types of retail store 
within a one-week period. Rank the different purchasing 
options from most to least frequently visited.

7 In small groups, survey ten people to determine the 
factors that influence them to shop at a particular 
type of retail outlet (store and non-store). Your survey 
form could be similar to the following. The first 
response has been included for you.

Goods

Where 
purchased (type 
of retail outlet)

Reason for selecting 
this outlet

1. Groceries Supermarket Convenience, cheap 
prices, wide variety

2. Magazines

3. Household electrical 
appliances

4. DVDs

5. Clothing

6. Fruit and vegetables

7. Books

What generalisation can you make about people’s 
shopping habits based on these results?
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16 New Concepts in Commerce

1.7

key factors affecting consumer 
decisions

Service
Good pre-sales and after-sales 
service makes you feel you 
are a valued customer and, 
consequently, you will keep 
buying that product or going back 
to a particular store. Poor service 
can have the opposite effect. 

Price
How much is it? This is usually 
one of the first things you want 
to know. If the price of a good 
is more than you can afford, 
you will probably not buy it. 
Consumers want the best value 
for their money: that is, they 
want to pay the lowest price for 
the best quality. Price is one 
of the main factors affecting 
consumer decisions.

Convenience
Many consumers do not have a lot of time to 
shop. They want shopping to be hassle-free, or 
convenient. Convenience has many meanings for 
consumers, such as travelling time to a retail outlet, 
the number of stores located within one shopping 
complex or suitable shopping hours. These factors 
will influence when, where and what consumers buy. 
Nowadays, convenience also relates to being able to 
shop online or to have access to an app.

Marketing
This plays an extremely important role in influencing 
our consumer decisions. As consumers, we are constantly 
exposed to all aspects of marketing. The average consumer 
is exposed to an estimated 500 marketing strategies (mainly 
some form of advertising) every day. New products are 
released onto the market and advertised. If the marketing 
campaign is successful, consumers will be influenced into 
thinking they need this product.

All consumers have 
individual wants. Therefore, 
what people buy varies from 
one person to another. For 
example, if you asked each 
class member what she or 
he wants, the responses 
would reveal a wide variety 
of goods and services. Let 
us look at the key factors 
affecting consumer decisions.

Key factors affecting 
consumer decisions
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Chapter 1   Consumer choice 17

Activities
Understand
1 Survey the members of your family for instances 

of when they have been influenced by each factor 
opposite in deciding on a purchase. Use a table 
similar to the following example to present your 
information. 

Factor Consumer decision

Finance My older brother purchased his first car through 
a loan with his bank because the interest rate 
was lower than other banks and he had been a 
customer for several years.

2 Add elements to the mind map below to summarise 
the factors affecting consumer decisions.

Price

Marketing

Age

Gender

Convenience

Environment

Service

Used when you do not have enough cash. Involves taking
out a loan. Interest must be paid on the amount borrowed.

Finance

Key factors
affecting
consumer
decisions

Communicate
3 In small groups, discuss why some consumers are 

prepared to pay a high price for a product while 
other consumers would not buy the product even 
if the price was low. What does this tell you about 
the relationship between price and customer tastes 
and preferences? 
(a) In pairs, debate the following topic: 

‘Advertising is the most important factor 
affecting consumer decisions’. One person 
presents the affirmative case and the other 
person the negative case. Each person writes 
the key points for their case.

(b) Divide the class into two groups, those for the 
affirmative case and those for the negative case. 
Each group is to refine their arguments before a 
spokesperson presents the group’s comments.

 Student workbook 1.6 Supermarket shopping — 
the hidden persuaders

 Student workbook 1.7 The art of persuasion

Age
As a baby, you most 
probably wanted a toy 
or rattle. Now you are a 
teenager, you may want 
a mobile phone. By the 
time you are 18, a car 
becomes an important 
want. Later on, you 
might wish to buy a 
place to live in and 
when you are older and 
have retired, you may 
want to go on a world 
trip. Our wants change 
over time.

Gender
Males and females have a number of common wants, such 
as entertainment, music and a car. However, a person’s 
gender influences some types of purchase. For example, 
female consumers spend more on cosmetics than males. The 
influence of gender on consumer decisions is best displayed 
by the products advertised in catalogues for Mother’s Day and 
Father’s Day: mum gets the iron and dad gets the cordless drill! 

Finance
There will be times 
when the price of a 
good is more than the 
amount of cash you 
have available, such 
as when you purchase 
a home or car. After 
careful consideration, 
you might decide to take 
out a loan — organise 
finance — to purchase 
the good. The cost of 
the borrowed money, 
the interest rate, and 
the ease with which the 
finance can be arranged 
will influence your 
spending decisions.

Environmental
With increasing community awareness of 
environmental pollution, many consumers 
are becoming more aware of the problems 
caused by throwaway packaging. You 
therefore may be influenced to purchase 
a product that has minimal packaging or 
packaging that can be recycled.

Glossary
interest the extra money you have to pay back 
when borrowing money
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18 New Concepts in Commerce

1.8

Most consumers know what it means to be 
given ‘a fair go’. It means being treated 
justly and honestly. For example, when 
you buy a product it should be of good 
quality, a sales assistant should not give 
you misleading information and once you 
have signed a contract all parties must 
abide by the terms and conditions. 

The majority of businesses are trustworthy, 
honest and act ethically: that is, they conduct their 
operations in a fair and morally right manner. 
Occasionally, however, consumers are not given a fair 
go in the marketplace. Not everyone is treated justly 
and honestly nor are all business practices ethical. 

It is for this reason the state and federal 
governments have passed laws that are designed to 
protect consumers in the marketplace. Two crucial 
pieces of protective legislation are the Competition 
and Consumer Act 2010 (Cwlth) and the Fair 
Trading Act 1987 (NSW).

Scams and rip-offs: 
unconscionable conduct
Under the Competition and Consumer Act, an 
unconscionable act by a seller is any practice 
that is just not reasonable, such as scams and 
rip-offs. It is an act that is illegal. The majority 
of retailers have a fair and honest relationship 
with their customers. However, some traders act in 
such a way so as to gain an unfair advantage over 
the unsuspecting consumer. Every year, 1 in 20 
Australians is victim to some type of scam. These 
consumers lose millions of dollars, and sometimes 
their identity, to the activities of scammers who 
use numerous types of telephone, mail, door-to-
door and online scams. The aim of any scam is to 
trick you into giving away money or your personal 
details. Get-rich-quick schemes, fake lotteries and 
miracle health cures are some of the favoured 
methods used by scammers to rip off people of all 

Bait and switch advertising is misleading and deceptive.

backgrounds. New varieties of scams appear all 
the time. Scammers are creative and manipulative; 
they use tactics to lure you in and produce the 
result they want. As a wise consumer, you need to 
be aware of these unethical techniques so you can 
protect yourself from such practices. Remember the 
golden rule to help you beat scammers: ‘If a deal 
sounds too good to be true, it probably is.’ Some 
of the more common unfair scams and rip-offs 
include:
1. Referral selling. This illegal technique offers the 

consumer a ‘special deal’ if she or he buys the 
product and then supplies the names of potential 
customers to the trader. The ‘special deal’ usually 
takes the form of a discount or commission, 
which is not always paid.

2. False and misleading advertising. Two of the 
most common false and misleading advertising 
techniques are:
•	 bait and switch advertising. This involves 

advertising a few products at reduced and, 
therefore, enticing prices to attract customers. 
When the advertised products quickly run out, 
customers are directed to higher priced items. 

•	 misleading advertising. Some advertisements 
use words that are deceptive or claim that a 
product has some specific quality when it does 
not. Such actions convey a false impression of 
the exact nature of the product. 

3. Unordered or unsolicited goods. This practice 
involves sending unordered goods through 
the mail and then demanding payment for 
them. The Competition and Consumer Act 
protects you from having to pay for these goods. 

the need for 
consumer 
protection
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Chapter 1   Consumer choice 19

You should write to the trader, explaining where 
the unordered goods can be picked up. The 
goods become your property after one month of 
mailing the letter. If you do not write, then the 
goods become your property after three months. 
You must not use the goods during this period.

4. Special prizes and offers. You scratch the prize 
coupon to discover you have won a ‘mystery’ 
prize. When you go to collect your prize, you 
are told you can receive it only if you purchase 
a certain number of goods. As a consumer you 
should be careful of any deal that involves free 
gifts, prizes, lucky numbers or ‘free deals just for 
you’.

5. Get-rich-quick schemes. In this type of scam, a 
letter or email arrives offering you the chance 
to participate in the transfer of money from 
another country. For your help, you will receive 
a percentage of that amount. However, you are 
required to supply your bank account details for 
the transaction to occur, giving the scammer the 
opportunity to steal your money.

6. Pyramid schemes. The chain letter is the 
most common form of this type of scam. You 
are required to pay a joining fee with the 
opportunity of earning quick and easy money 
as you recruit new members. However, most 
participants will lose their money.

The NSW Fair Trading free mobile app Scam Buster

Glossary
rip off to overcharge or swindle

scam an illegal business practice

unconscionable act any practice by a seller that 
is just not reasonable and often illegal

Activities
Understand
 1 Name two important pieces of legislation that 

protect consumers.
 2 Unscramble the following words and then 

use each one in a sentence to explain its 
meaning.
(a) rfai og
(b) anunooclecbisn cdnoctu
(c) lfrrreea lisegnl
(d) tbai nda htwsci
(e) dlienasmgi vtseagndrii

 3 Write a brief report about a scam or rip-off in 
which either you or a member of your family 
has been involved.

 4 Draw a series of comic strips to illustrate what 
happens when a bait and switch scam occurs.

 5 What does the law say to do if you are sent 
some goods which you did not order?

Think
 6 Outline some reasons why consumers may need 

protection.

Communicate
 7 In small groups, brainstorm as many ethical 

issues as you can that relate to misleading and 
deceptive advertising. Share your responses with 
the rest of the class.

 8 Create a poem or rap song that explains the 
meaning behind the golden rule of avoiding 
scams. 

 9 Use the NSW Fair Trading weblink in your 
eBookPLUS to:
(a) investigate the most recent scam alerts. 

Select a scam that interests you and present 
a brief oral report to the class as to how this 
scam operated.

(b) Summarise the ten golden rules that reduce 
the chance of being scammed. 

10 Use the Latest scams weblink in your eBookPLUS 
to visit the federal government’s ‘Scamwatch’ 
website and learn more about the latest scams 
targeting Australians.
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20 New Concepts in Commerce

Features of a 
simple contract

1.9

Suppose you buy some groceries at the 
supermarket. You hand the seller the money and 
she or he gives you the groceries. In this situation, 
you and the seller reach an agreement. The seller 
agrees to supply you with a good at a certain price 
and you agree to pay that price. Another word used 
to describe an agreement is a contract. 

what is a contract?
A contract is a legally enforceable agreement 
between two or more persons or parties. The 
contract outlines the details of the agreement and 
the rights and responsibilities (obligations) of each 
of the parties.

A contract is most often an oral (verbal) 
agreement. Agreements that involve large sums of 
money, such as when buying a house, are usually 
put in writing.

elements of a contract
Three essential elements make a contract 
legally binding: the offer, the acceptance and the 
consideration.
1. Offer. An offer is a proposal. It involves one 

of the parties offering something of value (for 
example, money) to the other party in the 
agreement. The person making the offer (offeror) 
must clearly communicate their intention to the 
other party (offeree). 

The three elements of a legally binding contract

Every consumer transaction involves a contract.

Many consumers think that when a business 
displays items in the store or advertises something 
in a catalogue, the business is making an offer 
to sell. It is not. What appears to be an offer is in 
fact an invitation to treat and the business does 
not legally have to sell the good. The consumer 
makes an offer to purchase. The offer can be 
either accepted or rejected by the retailer. This 
applies to self-service situations particularly. In 
the supermarket example, you make the offer to 
purchase the groceries.

2. Acceptance. An acceptance occurs when the 
offeree agrees to the proposal. This involves either 
a written or oral statement or an act that clearly 
communicates acceptance of the offer, such as a 
shake of the hand. In the supermarket example, 
the seller accepts your offer to purchase when she 
or he hands you the groceries.

3. Consideration. Consideration is the final 
essential feature required to form a valid contract. 
This stage requires each party to the agreement to 
give up something of value. Consideration can take 
the form of a sum of money paid, or the promise 
to do something. In the supermarket example, you 
give up your money and the retailer gives up the 
groceries.

Offer Acceptance Consideration
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Chapter 1   Consumer choice 21

Legal case — offer
Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain v.  
Boots Cash Chemist Ltd (1953)
This English legal case was the first to decide that the 
customer offers to purchase the goods when she or 
he takes them to the checkout. The customer’s offer 
could be refused here, so a contract of sale exists the 
moment the checkout operator accepts the offer.

The advertisement that Mrs Carlill responded to 
when she purchased a Carbolic Smoke Ball

Legal case — offer and 
acceptance
Carlill v. Carbolic Smoke Ball Co. (1893) 
In this famous example of a contracts case, the 
manufacturers of a flu cure promised to pay  
100 pounds ($200) to anyone who caught the flu  
after using the company’s Carbolic Smoke Ball. This 
offer appeared in a newspaper advertisement.
 Mrs Carlill bought the remedy from a chemist and used 
it as directed. However, she subsequently caught the flu.
 The company argued there was no contract between 
Mrs Carlill and themselves as no offer was made because 
it was only an advertisement. The company also claimed 
that an offer cannot be made to the world at large.
 Mrs Carlill won because the court decided the act 
of using the smoke ball was an acceptance of the 
company’s offer. It also established the fact that an 
offer can be made to the general public.

Legal case — consideration
Chappell & Co. v. Nestlé Co. Ltd (1960)
Sometimes the nature of consideration is not so 
straightforward. In this case, Nestlé offered a cheap 
music record to customers who sent them a small 
amount of money plus six chocolate wrappers. These 
wrappers, while of no real value, were determined by 
the court to be sufficient consideration for a contract 
to exist. It decided that something had been passed 
from one party to the other.

Activities
Understand
1 What is meant by the term ‘contract’?
2 Identify the three elements of a valid contract.
3 Explain the significance of each of the legal cases 

outlined on this page.
4 Describe two contracts you have made recently and 

then answer the following questions about each one.
(a) Was the contract oral or written?
(b) Who were the parties in the contract?
(c) What consideration was given by the parties?

Think
5 Examine the following hypothetical cases. State 

whether or not you think a contract exists. Discuss 
the legal reasoning behind your decision. Share 
your answers with the rest of the class.
(a) Gemma offers to buy Zara’s laptop computer 

for $850. It is agreed they will make the 
exchange when Zara delivers the laptop to 
Gemma’s house. Once there, Gemma says she is 
no longer interested.

(b) Hamaub agreed to sell his car to Colleen 
for $10  000. The agreement was written and 
signed by both parties, at which time Colleen 
paid Hamaub a deposit of $1000. Two days 
later, Colleen changed her mind and wanted 
her deposit back.

(c) An art dealer mistakenly attached a price tag 
of $100 to a painting that was worth $1000. A 
customer offered to buy the painting for $100.

6 ‘Oral contracts are not worth the paper they are 
written on.’ What is meant by this expression? 
Share your answer with the rest of the class.

Glossary
acceptance when the offeree agrees to the proposal

consideration the giving up of something of value

contract a legally binding agreement

offer a proposal
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22 New Concepts in Commerce

1.10

Legal rights and protective 
legislation for consumers
Legal rights
Consumers have four basic rights. These are:
1. Safe products. Directions for proper use are 

provided and products are tested by the 
manufacturer to ensure product quality.

2. Accurate product information and descriptions. 
Ingredients are clearly labelled on food containers.

3. Full disclosure of the terms of sale. The full price 
is always displayed, especially on any credit 
contracts.

4. Consumer guarantees and warranties are 
honoured. Customers can expect a refund or 
exchange if the product is faulty.

Protective legislation
In 2011, a single, national consumer law — the 
Australian Consumer Law (ACL) — was introduced, 
which operates using the Competition and 
Consumer Act 2010 (Cwlth). This federal Act applies 
in the same way to all Australian consumers and 
businesses, regardless of where the business 
operates or where the consumer shops. 

The Act’s main purpose is to protect consumers 
against undesirable business practices, such as:
•	 misleading and deceptive advertising 
•	 unconscionable (unreasonable and unethical) 

conduct
•	 misrepresenting the contents of products, their 

place of manufacture or their characteristics
•	 unfair trade practices that restrict competition 

and which can severely limit the rights of 
consumers

•	 false claims regarding goods and services.
The Competition and Consumer Act is 

administered and enforced by the Australian 
Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC), 
each State and Territory’s consumer agency, and the 
Australian Securities and Investments Commission 
(ASIC) with respect to financial services. 

As we have seen on pages 18–19, of all the unfair 
trading practices, false or misleading advertising can 
be the most serious because of the influential nature 
of advertising. Even though consumer protection 
legislation makes false or misleading advertising 

illegal, there are still a number of methods used by 
some retailers. The most common are:
•	 Fine print. Important conditions are written in a 

small-sized print and are, therefore, difficult to 
read.

•	 Before and after advertisements. Consumers may 
be misled by ‘before’ and ‘after’ advertisements 
where the comparison is distorted so that 
‘before’ images are worsened and ‘after’ images 
enhanced.

•	 Tests and surveys. Some advertisements make 
unsubstantiated claims; for example, stating 
‘9 out of 10 people’ prefer a product when no 
survey has been conducted.

•	 Country of origin. Accuracy in labelling is 
important; for example, ‘Made in Australia’ and 
‘Product of Australia’ have two distinct meanings.

•	 Packaging. The size and shape of the package may 
give a misleading impression of the contents.

Com fact
The Competition and Consumer Act allows the courts to 
impose penalties of up to $1.1 million for companies 
and $220  000 for individuals for breaches of the Act.

Consumers are now protected, under the Competition and 
Consumer Act, against misleading advertising or false claims 
on the part of the business.
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Chapter 1   Consumer choice 23

Consumer guarantees
The Competition and Consumer Act 2010 provides 
consumer guarantees on certain goods and 
services. These guarantees are a consumer’s 
automatic legal right. Consumers are guaranteed 
that the goods they buy:
•	 are of acceptable quality
•	 are fit for purpose (suitable for that which they 

are being sold)
•	 match the description, sample or demonstration 

model
•	 comply with any express warranty. A warranty is 

a voluntary promise made by a manufacturer or 
supplier about the goods.

•	 are legally owned by the seller without any 
charges (money owing on them)

•	 have spare parts reasonably available.
Consumers are guaranteed that the services they 

buy are:
•	 fit for purpose
•	 provided with reasonable skill and care
•	 provided within a reasonable time.

If something goes wrong, the consumer should 
seek a remedy from the business, usually in the 
form of a refund, replacement or repair. 

Consumer guarantees have important 
implications for businesses. For example, signs that 
state ‘no refunds given’ are unlawful, because they 
imply it is not possible to get a refund under any 
circumstance — even when there is a problem with 
the good or service. 

Caveat emptor
Even though there are many laws to protect you 
as a consumer, you are the one who has to accept 
most of the responsibility when you are buying 
something. The legal term for this is caveat 
emptor, which is Latin for ‘let the buyer beware’. 
The seller does not have to tell you everything 
about the goods for sale. As a general rule, buyers 
purchase goods at their own risk.

Glossary
acceptable quality a product fit for purpose, 
acceptable in appearance and finish, free from defects, 
safe and durable

caveat emptor a term meaning ‘let the buyer beware’

consumer guarantees a set of rights and 
remedies for defective goods and services

Activities
Understand
1 Identify the four basic rights of consumers.
2 What is the name of the legislation that provides 

some protection to consumers, and what does it 
prohibit?

3 What is meant by the term ‘consumer guarantees’?
4 List the features a (i) good and (ii) service must 

possess to be considered acceptable quality.
5 Under what circumstances is a business required to 

offer a refund?
6 In each of the following examples, state whether 

there has been a breach of the Competition and 
Consumer Act.
(a) A company advertises a particular brand of 

television and states that it is at a cheaper 
price than a competitor. This statement is 
false.

(b) A company advertises jumpers and claims that 
they are made in Australia when in fact they 
are made in China.

(c) A company advertises that a special deal is for 
only one week when in fact it plans to extend 
it for two months.

7 How does the rule of caveat emptor affect 
consumers?

Communicate
8 Create and perform a roleplay for a situation in 

which the principle of ‘caveat emptor’ applies.

 Student workbook 1.8 The unfinished script

The ShopSmart app provides consumers 
with easily accessible information on a 
range of consumer topics.
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organisations that  
provide assistance  
for consumers
State government
New South Wales Fair Trading is the state 
consumer protection agency. It provides 
information and assistance to all consumers on 
areas such as consumer issues, shopping on the 
internet, home building and motor vehicle sales. 
The department has the responsibility for:
•	 assisting consumers to resolve their complaints
•	 checking that products meet Australian safety 

standards 
•	 ensuring that scales, scanners and petrol pumps 

used to weigh and price products are correct 
•	 warning the community about dubious business 

practices such as scams and rip-offs.

ombudsman
The word ‘ombudsman’ is based on a Swedish 
word meaning ‘agent’; someone who has the task 
of investigating and reporting on complaints. In 
the last few years, industry ombudsmen have 
been established to deal with disputes between 
consumers and specific businesses including 
finance, telecommunications and insurance.

Federal government 
The two federal government commissions largely 
responsible for assisting consumers are:
1. Australian Securities and Investments Commission 

(ASIC). This commission protects consumers in 
the areas of consumer credit, investment, life 

and general insurance, superannuation, and 
banking (except lending) in Australia. The aim 
of ASIC is to assist in reducing fraud (scams 
and rip-offs) in financial markets and financial 
products.

2. The Australian Competition and Consumer 
Commission (ACCC). This commission 
operates nationally for the enforcement and 
administration of the Competition and Consumer 
Act, and acts as a watchdog on the pricing of 
goods and services. The ACCC is obligated to 
inform the public so that they are aware of their 
rights and responsibilities under the law. 

Com fact
The Telecommunications Industry Ombudsman (TIO) 
provides consumer advice and a dispute resolution 
service for problems with telephone and internet 
service providers.

All the stuff you need to know about your consumer rights can 
be found in the NSW Fair Trading moneystuff magazine. The 
magazine can be viewed online at www.moneystuff.net.au.
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Independent organisation: 
CHoICe
CHOICE is Australia’s largest consumer watchdog 
organisation. It is independent, non-profit and 
not tied to any political party. When CHOICE 
was formed in 1959, there were no government 
consumer affairs departments and no laws 
governing fair trading.

Apart from its lobbying for the introduction and 
improvement of consumer legislation, CHOICE 
has conducted comparative tests on thousands of 
goods and services. The organisation also deals 
with consumer inquiries and investigates consumer 
complaints. The results of these tests, readers’ 
letters and informative articles are published in its 
monthly magazine CHOICE and on its website.

CHOICE aims to provide consumers with 
information and guidance about goods and services. 

By providing this information, it helps consumers 
protect themselves and encourages them to lobby for 
their rights to adequate information, and to adequate 
resolution where products are unsatisfactory. By 
helping to educate the public, as well as making 
consumers aware of their rights, CHOICE is assisting 
consumers to get better value for money.

the media
Current affairs television programs sometimes 
investigate consumer complaints about poor 
quality products, shoddy or costly repairs, poor 
service, or scams and rip-offs. The bad publicity 
often causes the business to resolve the problem. 
Some newspapers have regular columns providing 
consumer advice and letters from consumers 
outlining individual complaints. Radio stations, 
especially talkback programs, will provide an 
expert to discuss consumer issues or advise callers 
on a particular problem.

Activities
Understand
1 List the government and independent organisations 

that provide assistance for consumers.
2 Choose one of the following and briefly outline how 

it assists consumers.
•	 New South Wales Fair Trading
•	 Australian Securities and Investments Commission
•	 Australian Competition and Consumer 

Commission.
3 Briefly outline the role of CHOICE.
4 In small groups, determine which of the 

organisations mentioned on these pages would be 
best suited to deal with the following situations.
(a) Gina has a complaint regarding her telephone 

account.
(b) Tim wants to read a comparative test on digital 

cameras.
(c) Zachary believes the local butcher’s scales 

weigh in the butcher’s favour.

(d) Eva wants some advice about the Competition and 
Consumer Act.

(e) Caro thinks that his insurance policy contains 
misleading information.

Think
5 Why do consumers need help and protection?
6 ‘The best protection a consumer has is to be well-

informed about his or her rights and responsibilities.’ 
Discuss.

7 Ask your teacher or librarian to source multiple copies 
of CHOICE magazine or use the CHOICE magazine 
weblink in your eBookPLUS to visit their website. 
Choose a product review that interests you and read 
the article. Why is information like this useful for 
consumers? 

8 Use the ACCC and NSW Fair Trading weblinks in your 
eBookPLUS to find consumer information and advice 
provided by the Australian and NSW governments.

CHOICE: independent 
information for smart 
consumers
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Processes of consumer redress  
As you walk into a store, you see two large signs 
which say, ‘Sorry, no refunds’ and ‘Choose carefully, 
no exchanges’. Does this mean you could not get 
a refund or exchange if the good was faulty at the 
time of purchase, or it did not do the job you were 
told it would do, or it was incorrectly labelled?

NO
E
X
C
H
A
N
G
E
S

Such signs are meaningless and unlawful.

You take an electrical appliance to be repaired 
and the service person tells you that they will 
take all care but no responsibility. Does this mean 
that, if they accidentally drop your appliance and 
break it, there is nothing you can do about it? Have 
you ever bought a brand new item and it doesn’t 
work, even though you followed the instructions 
carefully?

remedies and their outcomes
Consumers have some basic rights. The signs 
referred to above are quite misleading. Under 
certain circumstances, a seller cannot refuse a 
refund or exchange. If the goods are different from 
how they are labelled, if they were faulty when 
manufactured or do not do what you were told they 
would do, then you can seek a refund or exchange. 
A repairer also may be liable for any damage that 
is caused if the service is not carried out with care 
and skill. Consumers can redress the things that 
are wrong.

Once you have established that the problem has 
not been caused by a mistake on your part, contact 
the trader either by phone or in person. You may be 
required to put your complaint in writing. Explain 
the problem in a calm, logical, but assertive manner. 
‘Losing your cool’ tends to make a situation worse.

There are some important points to remember 
when making a complaint.
•	 If using the phone, always get the name of the 

person you are talking to.
•	 Keep a written record of all conversations and 

copies of letters and emails.
•	 File any receipts, dockets or credit accounts to 

show proof of purchase.
•	 Return the faulty good promptly.
•	 If you leave the good with the trader, request a 

receipt.
•	 Check your guarantee to determine whether it 

covers the problem being experienced.

Consumer, trader and 
tenancy tribunal
If you have tried to redress the problem and are 
still not satisfied, then your next course of action 
is to contact your local NSW Fair Trading and seek 
advice. This will be an informal conversation where 
you explain the circumstances of your problem. If 
you wish to take it further, you must lodge a formal 
written complaint and ask the office to negotiate or 
mediate on your behalf. The office personnel will 
ask you to provide certain information and copies 
of any relevant documents. 

The office will make contact with the trader 
and attempt to reach an amicable solution. The 
office will then contact you and inform you of the 
outcome.

If you are still not satisfied, you can lodge a 
claim with the Consumer, Trader and Tenancy 
Tribunal. This tribunal was established in 2002 
to help settle small disputes between consumers, 
traders and landlords. Hearings are conducted by 
tribunal members who hear and determine cases in 
accordance with the law.

Whereas NSW Fair Trading negotiates or 
mediates, the Consumer, Trader and Tenancy 
Tribunal arbitrates. This means their decision is 
enforceable by law; it is legally binding.
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Activities
Understand
1 Explain what you must do to make a formal complaint.
2 ‘Sorry. No exchange/refunds.’ Explain under what 

circumstances a sign like this is invalid.
3 You buy a CD without hearing it first. The disc is not 

faulty, but when you play it you realise you do not 
like the style of music. Are you entitled to a refund? 
Why or why not?

4 Explain why losing your temper when asking for a 
refund or exchange will only make the situation worse.

5 Imagine you buy a laptop computer and find it is 
damaged. The store owner believes you dropped it and 
should pay for repairs. Construct a flow diagram showing 
the steps you can take to make a consumer complaint. 
Briefly outline what occurs at each step. Alternatively, 
prepare this as a PowerPoint presentation.

Communicate
6 A consumer bought a pair of jeans. The label 

recommended ‘machine wash and tumble dry’. The 
consumer followed the instructions but the jeans 
shrank. 

In small groups, roleplay the scene where the consumer 
returns the jeans for a refund. Conduct the roleplay 
three times with the consumer adopting:
(a) a passive manner
(b) an aggressive manner
(c) an assertive manner. 
After the roleplay, list the strategies people used to be 
assertive.

7 Use the CTTT weblink in your eBookPLUS to locate the 
Consumer, Trader and Tenancy Tribunal website and 
answer the following questions:
(a) What types of matters does the CTTT handle?
(b) How much does it cost to make an application to 

the CTTT?
(c) Will the tribunal try to settle the dispute before 

making a decision?
(d) Who can appear at the tribunal?

Glossary
redress to set right

Consumer

The referee will hear the 
claims put forward by both 
the consumer and the trader.

Interpreters can 
be arranged 
free of charge.

The referee tries to 
reach a settlement 
both parties are 
happy with.

Trader

The Consumer, Trader and Tenancy Tribunal can arbitrate on a dispute between 
two parties and the decision of the tribunal is legally binding.

Both parties conduct 
their own case without 
legal representation.

The meeting will be held 
within four to five weeks 
of the complaint being 
lodged.

The meeting is conducted 
in an informal atmosphere.

It is a closed hearing, that 
is not open to the public.
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1.13

Payment choices (1)
Michelle really likes the colour and style of the 
jacket on display. It is on special at $125. She tries 
it on. A perfect fit! The decision to buy it is an 
easy one to make. After wrapping the jacket, the 
assistant asks, ‘How would you like to pay for it?’ 
This is an even more important decision. 

A consumer can select from seven different 
methods of payment. 

Cash
This is the notes and coins (money) issued by the 
federal government. Consumers normally use cash 
to pay for relatively inexpensive items such as a 
newspaper, bus fare or soft drink. Consumers rarely 
use cash for expensive items such as a car or a house. 

Com fact
Notes and coins are legal tender and must be accepted 
as payment for goods and services.

Credit
Credit is the supply of money now in return for the 
promise of paying it back later. Credit allows you to 
buy what you want immediately and pay for it later, 
either in full or in monthly payments. Because 
you are using money you do not have, you will be 
charged interest for its use unless you pay the total 
balance back to the credit card company before the 
end of the interest-free period, usually one month.

The main advantages of paying by credit card 
are that they:
•	 avoid the necessity to carry around large 

amounts of cash
•	 are a convenient payment method for online and 

telephone purchases
•	 help you establish a good credit history
•	 offer cheap use of funds, provided you always 

pay your balance in full.
However, there are disadvantages. Credit cards can:

•	 make it easy to overspend and consequently 
build up your debt

•	 be more expensive than other forms of credit 
such as a personal loan

•	 damage your credit rating if you continually 
make late payments.

Care should be taken with your credit card. 
If the card is stolen, you must ring the bank 
immediately and cancel the card in case someone 
else tries to use it to purchase goods unlawfully. 

Credit 
facility 
available

Period of time 
the card is able 
to be used

Name of 
account 
holder

Card 
number

One of the major credit cards. Some cards, such as  
MasterCard-branded cards, can also be debit cards.

Learning to use credit wisely is very important. 
Getting into debt can lead to many problems. 
You may end up losing your goods, being sued or 
even made bankrupt. Managing credit and debt is 
a necessary skill in today’s complex commercial 
society. Whenever you use credit there is one 
important thing to remember: buy now, pay MORE 
later, unless you manage the credit carefully by 
repaying the total balance owing before the end of 
the interest-free period. 
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Case study
Store credit: the facts behind ‘interest-free’ 
and ‘no repayments for 30 months’ offers
Major retail stores allow customers to take advantage 
of flexible payment options such as ‘interest-free 
periods’ or ‘buy-now-pay-later’. In these cases the 
customer is required to apply for a store credit card.  
Store credit cards — which carry high annual fees — 
have become increasingly popular in recent years.
 However, an investigation by the consumer 
watchdog CHOICE has found that many such offers 
leave the customer worse off because the stores did 
not disclose the full cost of the credit, charges or 
fees. This results in the customer paying a lot more 
than the original price of the product. As well, if the 
amount owing is not paid off in full by a fixed date, 
the customer could be liable for the full interest 
amount, plus ongoing charges, until the purchase is 
paid for. As further obstacles for the customer, the 
retailer is not required to remind the customer when 
the interest-free period finishes and making early 
payments incurs a penalty.
 Just like any other credit arrangement, even 
interest-free deals will cost you something.

electronic funds transfer: debit 
cards and bPAY®

There is a great deal of difference between a debit 
and a credit card. With a credit card, you use other 
people’s money and are charged interest. With 
a debit card, you are using your own money, by 
electronically accessing money already in your 
account. You pay no interest, only an account 
operating fee, and can spend up to your account 
balance. The most common way of using your 
debit card for purchases of goods is by EFTPOS 
(electronic funds transfer at point of sale). 

A customer using an EFTPOS machine to make a payment

EFTPOS is a computerised system in which 
money is transferred from a consumer’s account to 
the business’s account. It is important that EFTPOS 
receipts are kept for checking against account 
statements. Often businesses will also allow you to 
withdraw extra cash with EFTPOS. 

BPAY® is another type of electronic payment 
method. This system uses the telephone or internet 
to transfer funds from your cheque, savings or 
credit card account to the account of the business 
you wish to pay. First a consumer keys in a login 
and password to access their internet or phone 
banking account. Then they enter the transaction 
details, including a special customer reference 
number written on the bill, to pay the bill from 
their bank account to the business’s account 
directly.

Glossary
EFTPOS electronic funds transfer at point of sale

Activities
Understand
1 What is meant by the term ‘legal tender’?
2 Why should credit be used wisely?
3 What are the advantages and disadvantages of 

using a credit card?
4 What is the difference between a debit card and a 

credit card?
5 What do the letters EFTPOS represent? 
6 Draw a diagram showing what happens when a 

BPAY® transaction occurs.

Think
7 What advice would you give a friend who wanted 

to take up a store credit offer?
8 What method of payment should Michelle (referred 

to at the beginning of this spread) use to 
purchase the jacket? Justify your choice, and take 
into account the following factors: She has
•	 $364 in her savings account
•	 a credit card with a limit of $500
•	 $130 in her wallet
•	 a part-time job and earns $135 per week.

Communicate
9 Set up a class debate to consider the following 

topic: ‘Careless consumers, and not credit, are 
to blame for debt problems’. Share roles so 
that those not debating are involved either 
in assisting with research, or in running the 
debate and keeping notes on the arguments on 
both sides.

 Student workbook 1.9 Give me credit!Unc
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1.14

Payment choices (2)
direct debit
Many consumers have bills that arrive at regular 
intervals such as telephone, rates, car insurance 
and so on. By using a direct debit system, you 
can schedule bill payments from your nominated 
bank account. The bank automatically withdraws 
(debits) the funds from your account and 
electronically transfers the funds to the business 
requiring payment. It is a convenient method 
of payment that helps overcome the problem of 
forgetting to pay an account. Written notification 
terminating the arrangement may be made at any 
time.

Cheque
A cheque is a written communication ordering 
your financial institution, called the drawee, to 
pay a person a specific amount of money. The 
person being paid is called the payee. The person 
authorising the transaction is termed the drawer. 
Cheques are issued in a numbered order, called a 
chequebook. 

When writing a cheque, no blank spaces should 
be left before or after the amount. This prevents 
words or numbers being added later.

A not negotiable cheque cannot be cashed by anyone other than the payee named on the cheque.

HOMETOWN BANK

$
Date

Cheque butt — record
of payment

Pay

the sum ofTo:

for:

This cheque

Forward

Balance

$

$

$

Drawer

or bearer

KAREN SMITH

264398

Ace Insurance
Ace Insurance

Premium

50.00

Fifty dollars 50.00

15/8/12
15/8/12

Karen Smith

Payee — person or
organisation
being paid

Not negotiable — written between two
parallel lines.  This ensures the cheque 
can be cashed or deposited only by
the payee.Amount in words

Drawee — �nancial
institution

Date

Amount
in �gures

SignatureBSB and account numberDo not leave
blank spaces.             

Drawer — the person writing
and signing the cheque

Cheque number

N
O
T

N
E
G
O
T
IA

B
L
E

Lay-by
When you buy goods 
using lay-by, you first 
pay a deposit and then 
the store puts aside the 
good for you. You then 
make regular payments 
over a fixed period of 
time. Unlike cash or credit 
card purchases, you do not 
take possession of or own the good until you pay 
off the last instalment owing. 

If you cancel the lay-by before paying the 
full purchase price, the store must be notified 
in writing. The store is required, under the Lay-
By Sales Act, to provide a refund after deducting 
storage, handling and depreciation costs. If you 
do not complete payment by the agreed date, the 
store can cancel the lay-by. After receiving written 
notification from the store, you have seven days to 
decide to either pay the full amount or receive a 
refund, less costs.

Lay-by is a good option when you want to secure 
something you desire. As there is no interest 
charged, it is a cheaper option than using a credit 
card.

Lay-by: paying for 
something by instalments
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book-up
Book-up is credit provided by a retailer so that 
you can purchase goods from the retailer’s store 
and pay the account at a later date. You must pay 
back this amount within a set period of time. 

Tradespeople such as plumbers and builders 
usually have an account with a hardware supplier 
where they can book up materials and equipment. 
Indigenous communities living in remote locations 
also use book-up because they experience difficulty 
in accessing alternative methods of payment.

The main advantages of book-up are:
•	 you can purchase goods and pay for them later
•	 interest is not charged unless you apply for an 

extension of time
•	 you can spread your purchases over a week or 

fortnight.
However, there are some disadvantages 

including:
•	 some form of security may be required
•	 unless you keep accurate records, you may 

overspend
•	 charge accounts can be used only in that store.

Case study
Book-up — Jill's corner shop
Jill had been booking-up items with a corner shop. 
When she went to check how much her account was 
she questioned why her bill was so high. The trader 
told her he had been letting her relatives book-up 
on her account. Jill told the trader that she was not 
responsible for the items that she had not authorised. 
The trader said she was. Jill told the trader that she 
gave approval only for her daughter and aunty to 
book-up on the account. Jill was able to show the 
trader her copy of the letter stating who could use the 
account. The trader still wanted the full amount owing 
from Jill.
 Jill contacted Fair Trading to get information on 
how to solve the problem. A Customer Service Officer 
was able to help her resolve the matter with the 
trader. This was possible because Jill had kept all her 
receipts and the agreement she had with the trader.

Source: NSW Fair Trading, Book-up.

Activities
Understand
 1 What is required to terminate a direct payment 

arrangement?
 2 What is a cheque?
 3 When writing a cheque, why should no blank spaces 

be left before or after the amount?
 4 Study the cheque on page 30 and then answer the 

following questions.
(a) Who is the drawer of the cheque? Who is the 

drawee?
(b) What is the name of the payee?
(c) What is the number of the cheque?
(d) Suggest reasons why the amount for the cheque 

is written in both words and figures.
(e) What effect do the words ‘Not negotiable’ have 

on a cheque?
 5 When you buy an item through lay-by, when do you 

have possession and ownership of the good? 
 6 What must you and the store do if you cancel the 

lay-by before paying the full purchase price?
 7 What are the advantages and disadvantages of  

using:
(a) lay-by
(b) book-up?

 8 What method of payment would you prefer for the 
following purchases? Why?
(a) A microwave oven from a department store
(b) Groceries at a store in a remote community
(c) The annual car registration

Think
9 Errors can be made when filling in cheques. Which of 

these errors would cause the cheque to be worthless 
to the payee?
(a) The cheque date was left blank.
(b) The cheque butt was filled out incorrectly.
(c) The drawer forgot to sign the cheque.

10 Why are retailers prepared to offer lay-by services 
without any charge?

11 What would stores want to know about you before 
allowing you to book up a good or service? How 
would they find this out?

Investigate
12 In small groups, research the options that could be 

taken to improve financial services for people living 
in remote communities. Present the group’s research 
to the rest of the class.

Glossary
book-up a charge account operated by a trader

cheque a written communication ordering your 
financial institution to pay a person a specific amount of 
money

drawee the financial institution that provides cheque 
account facilities

drawer the person who writes and signs a cheque 

payee the person who is to receive the money from a 
cheque
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1.15

Methods of  
keeping records
All consumers should keep accurate and up-to-
date records of purchases and payments, and 
receipts to show proof of purchase.

Records provide important information, such as:
•	 which accounts have been paid
•	 any outstanding accounts
•	 total expenses
•	 cash balance
•	 date, amount and item purchased.

You need such information if there is a  
dispute over non-payment of an account.  
Your only proof of any financial  
transaction will be your set of records.

Parts of a spreadsheet

Row Headings Column C

New Concepts in Commerce
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1.11

Methods of 
keeping records

Parts of a spreadsheet

 

File Edit Window Select Format Options Chart Macro

C10 = Sum (C4:C9)

A B C D E F

1

2

3 Expenses June July August

4 Rent $325.00 $325.00 $325.00

5 Groceries $85.00 $90.00 $85.00

6 Electricity $85.00 $95.00 $85.00

7 Water $11.00 $15.00 $11.00

8 Gas $7.00 $7.00 $7.00

9 Transportation $225.00 $250.00 $225.00

10 Total Expenses $738.00 $782.00 $738.00

11

12 Income

13 Salary $750.00 $750.00 $750.00

14 Savings Interest $9.00 $9.50 $10.00

15 Dividends $8.00 $9.00 $11.00

16 Total Income $767.00 $768.50 $771.00

17 Surplus (Deficit) $29.00 ($13.50) $33.00

18

× ✓

➪

➪

➪
➪

SUMMER BUDGET Act13–7 SOL 

All consumers should keep accurate and up-to-date
records of purchases and payments, and receipts to
show proof of purchase.

Records provide important information, such as:
• which accounts have been paid
• any outstanding accounts
• total expenses
• cash balance
• date, amount and item purchased.

You need such information if there is a dispute over
non-payment of an account. Your only proof of any
financial transaction will be your set of records.

Before the computer age, consumers calculated their 
balances in ledger books.

1_61_01352_NewCinC 01.11  Page 30  Thursday, November 20, 2008  2:29 PM

Cancel Bar Enter Box Formula

Entry 
Bar

Column Headings

Labels

Active 
Cell 
Indicator

Row 10 Active 
Cell 
(C10)

Before the computer age, 
consumers calculated their 
balances in ledger books.
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Today a range of computer spreadsheet and 
database programs makes record keeping easier 
for individuals and businesses. These computer 
programs automatically add or subtract numbers, 
reduce the need for large bulky books, minimise the 
time required to complete financial statements, allow 
changes to be easily made and, if the data are entered 
correctly, ensure greater accuracy of records.

Spreadsheet
A spreadsheet is a series of rows and columns 
displayed on a computer screen. It allows the 
operator to perform mathematical calculations. A 
spreadsheet could be used to calculate a personal 
budget showing monthly transactions.

The place where a piece of data is entered on 
a spreadsheet is called a cell. It is the intersection 
of a row and a column. Each cell is individually 
identified by its column letter and row number. 

An active cell is the selected cell in which data are 
entered or edited.

The greatest advantage of a spreadsheet is that, 
once it is set up to include all the necessary labels, 
values and formulas, if any number has to be 
changed the program will automatically recalculate 
totals.

database
A computerised database is like electronic folders 
and filing cabinets. The main advantage of a 
database is that a consumer can quickly search 
through a large number of files to locate specific 
information.

A database can be used to keep a list of credit 
or debit purchases, accounts paid or the details 
of goods purchased. It is important to update the 
database regularly as new purchases are made or 
existing accounts are paid.

Activities
Understand
1 Unscramble the following words and then use each one 

in a sentence to explain its meaning.
(a) eeessprhdat
(b) bdtaseaa

2 What is an active cell on a spreadsheet?
3 What is the main advantage of using a database to 

record and monitor financial transactions?
4 Construct a simple database showing a record of ten 

different cash, credit card, debit card and cheque 
purchases. Give the database an appropriate title. The 
database should contain fields for date, name of the 
store or company, good purchased, amount, method of 
payment and comments.

5 Draw up a page in your notebook with six columns 
and fifteen rows. Label the columns A–F and the rows 
1–15. Label the page ‘A Personal Two-Month Record of 
Expenses and Income’. 

Put the following headings into these cells:  
A2 EXPENSES, C2 JANUARY, D2 FEBRUARY, E2 MARCH, 
A8 TOTAL EXPENSES, A10 INCOME, A13 TOTAL INCOME, 
A15 SAVINGS. Under the heading EXPENSES in A2, write 
the words ‘Lunch’, ‘Fares’, ‘Entertainment’ and ‘Car’, 
each in a different row. Under the heading ‘INCOME’ 
in A10, write the words ‘Wages’ and ‘Interest’. Lunches 
are a constant $65 a month as are fares at $40. 
Entertainment decreased from $115 in January to $65 
in February and $40 in March. Car increased from $55 
to $65 to $80 respectively. Wages are a constant $275 
a month while interest earned is $5 a month.
(a) Complete this budget calculating all totals.
(b) In which month were you able to save:

 (i) the most
 (ii) the least? 

(c) What are the advantages of recording this 
information in this format?

6 Complete question 5 using a computer spreadsheet 
application. Change some of the figures and describe 
what happens.

Parts of a database

Fields

Records Active record

Company name Item Date Paid Amount Payment Method Comments
Spotless Dry Cleaning
Amy‘s Florist
Fastlink Connections
Watt‘s Shoes

2 jumpers
Gift �owers
Monthly ISP account
Black dress shoes

06/07/12
12/07/12
21/07/12
30/07/12 

$25.00
$35.00
$32.50
$79.50

Cash
Cheque
Direct Debit
Mastercard

1
2
3
4

cheque no. 492386
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Teenagerus 
electronicus

Teenagerus 
cointoter

Teenagerus 
bartermuch

Evolution to a cashless society

1.16

Changes over time and the 
impact of technology
The methods that consumers use to pay for goods 
and services have constantly changed over time. 
Most of the changes are due to the impact of 
technology.

barter
Before coins and notes were used, a system called 
barter existed. Barter was swapping or exchanging  
one good for another. Barter still exists in some 
parts of the world. Many indigenous people still 
use the barter system. 

Barter — an early method of payment

However, there are a number of problems with 
barter. Trying to calculate the value of an item is 
difficult. Finding someone who wants what you 
have and has what you want is known as ‘double 
coincidence of wants’. 

The development of money overcame the 
problems of barter. 

Money
Money — anything people generally accept as 
payment in exchange for goods and services — 
gave consumers greater freedom in satisfying their 
needs and wants. Earlier societies used items they 
valued, such as gold, shells, rum, salt, cattle or even 
coloured stones, as money. They were scarce or rare 
and accepted by everyone as a form of payment.

Nowadays, we think of money as notes and coins. 
This has also evolved with time and technology. 
Money transactions with ‘plastic money’ (credit 
and debit cards) are now a preferred method of 
payment by consumers.

Com fact
According to Chinese historians, China was the first 
country to issue paper money. Called ‘flying notes’ 
their use was first recorded about AD 800.

34 New Concepts in Commerce
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Impact of technology
Developments in computer technology have 
virtually turned Australia into a cashless society. 
The modern consumer typically prefers to use 
electronic transfer both to receive money 
and to pay for purchases. Some of the current 
technological methods that can be used to make 
electronic (cashless) payment include:
1. Visa payWave and MasterCard PayPass. This 

‘tap and go’ technology allows for payment of 
under $100 simply by tapping your debit or 
credit card, keyring or mobile phone against a 
specialised contactless terminal.

Simply ‘tap and go’ to make a quick electronic payment

2. Smartphone apps. There are numerous apps 
such as the Commonwealth Bank’s ‘Kaching’ 
aimed at allowing consumers to make mobile 
credit card payments using smartphones. The 
mobile phone is becoming an extension of the 
purse or wallet. 

The Commbank Kaching iPhone app can be used for mobile 
payments.

3. Dial and pay. This is the ability to buy goods 
with a mobile phone. This payment uses a 
mobile phone to dial a specified number and 
then the cost of the good is added to your mobile 
phone bill.

When using any new technology to make 
payments, it is important to remember the safety 
issues involved with electronic transactions.  Keep 
track of your spending by checking your statements 
regularly and contacting your bank if there are 
irregularities. 

Financial institutions are structuring their 
transaction fees and charges to encourage 
customers to adopt electronic banking. 

Glossary
barter the swapping or exchanging of one good for 
another

electronic transfer the transfer of funds from 
one account to another via the internet or telephone

Activities
Understand
1 Describe, using two examples, how technology 

has affected the way in which consumers can 
pay for their goods and services. 

2 Conduct a bartering session in your class. Each 
class member can bring along something to 
barter, such as pieces of food. Display the goods 
on the desks.

3 After the session, complete these sentences:
(a) Double coincidence of wants occurs when . . .
(b) Agreeing on the value of something is . . .
(c) Some people were disappointed with their 

barter because . . .
(d) Money makes trading easier because . . .

4 How are banks encouraging customers to 
use technology rather than over-the-counter 
transactions?

Think
5 Banking and paying bills electronically is very 

convenient. However, what problems might arise 
for customer privacy and security?

6 How might older people and the poor be 
disadvantaged if over-the-counter transactions 
attract higher bank fees than electronic 
banking?

Investigate
7 Using your library and the internet, research an 

early form of money. Find out where and when it 
existed, who used it and what it was like.

Communicate
8 As a class, discuss the advantages and 

disadvantages of using 'tap and go' technology 
to buy goods. 

 Student workbook 1.10 SWOT analysis
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36 New Concepts in Commerce

Check

Commerce and choice
 1 Complete the statements in your notebook by 

selecting the correct word from the list below.

budget
consumer
labour force
wants

services
need
goods
consumer gurantees

(a) A  is someone who purchases 
goods and services to satisfy needs and 
wants. 

(b) Something that is necessary for survival is 
called a  .

(c)  are not essential for survival 
but are the things we would like to have. 

(d) Items that you can see or touch are called 
 .

(e)  cannot be touched but are 
provided for you by other people.

(f) A financial plan is called a  . 
(g) The  is made up of people 

aged 15 and over who are either employed 
or unemployed.

(h)   are a set of 
rights and remedies for defective products.

Consumer decisions
 2 Draw a diagram to show the distribution 

process from the manufacturer to the consumer.
 3 Outline the situations where:

(a) mail order
(b) internet shopping
is the most appropriate way to purchase goods.

The need for consumer protection
 4 What are the main elements of a simple 

contract?
 5 Study the illustration at right carefully. 

(a) Fill in the empty boxes using the image as a 
guide.

(b) Explain how each practice helps a person to 
become a wise consumer.

 6 Outline the role of the Consumer, Trader and 
Tenancy Tribunal.

Understands the meaning 
of caveat emptor

Avoids impulse 
buying

Knows their basic 
consumer rights

Knows about 
NSW Fair 
Trading

Practices of a wise consumer

Payment choices
 7 Explain the difference between a credit card 

and direct debit.
 8 What are the advantages of keeping an up-to-

date record of your purchases and payments?
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Chapter 1   Consumer choice 37

Challenge

Consumers
 9 Explain why needs and wants vary between:

(a) people in the 1890s and people today
(b) a teenager living in Goulburn and an elderly 

person living in Sydney
(c) a middle-aged executive earning $300  000 

a year and a young sales assistant earning 
$23  000 a year.

10 Research the changes that have occurred in 
the way we shop. Present your information by 
completing the following timeline.

Online

5th–15th century 21st century

Middle Ages

11 Explain how specialty stores are able to exist 
in competition with large department and 
discount stores.

12 Find three examples of persuasive 
advertisements and paste them in your notebook. 
Under each one, explain how the advertisement 
might influence the consumer to buy the product.

13 Read the article ‘Supermarket shopping — at 
your convenience’ then answer the questions that 
follow.

14 List and explain some techniques retailers use 
to tempt us into impulse buying. The first one 
has already been completed for you.

Techniques used by retailers to encourage impulse buying

Technique Explanation

1. ‘Sale’ prices You think you are getting a good bargain.

15 Explain why it is important to know who 
has ownership of goods when they are being 
bought on credit. You may need to refer to some 
legal studies books and websites.

16 Explain how consumer guarantees provide 
some protection for a consumer.

17 Prepare a database of the local people and 
organisations that can provide you with advice 
about consumer protection.

18 Answer the following questions:
(a) What does the term ‘plastic money’ mean?
(b) What are some advantages and 

disadvantages of using debit cards?
(c) Why is a debit card better than a cheque for 

both the consumer and business?
(d) Will cashless shopping create any 

difficulties for society? Explain your answer.
19 In small groups, construct a flow diagram to 

indicate the steps involved in using an ATM. 
20 Does the law provide sufficient protection to 

consumers who buy goods and services online 
or by the telephone? Explain your view. 

Supermarket shopping —  
at your convenience
As you enter the supermarket you encounter your 
first obstacle: a shopping trolley with a mind of its 
own. After taming the ‘beast’, you set off cautiously, 
for you have entered into a game of enticement where 
the retailer has cleverly set traps to ensnare the 
unsuspecting consumer. Traps such as music, lighting, 
pleasant aromas from the bakery, eye-catching display 
techniques and, worst of all, the rearrangement of the 
store to divert you to new aisles, pepper your journey. 
After dodging the tempting specials, you make your 
way to the checkout. Which aisle to line up in? The 
‘express’ aisle moves at a snail’s pace and the self-
service counter is extremely busy. Never mind, just 
pick up (and later purchase) a magazine while you wait 
— another trap. With the trolley unloaded, and goods 
scanned and bagged, you now take a leap of faith and 
hope the EFTPOS transaction is accurate. Leaving, you 
push the errant trolley to your car, once you remember 
where you parked it. You breathe a sigh of relief. How 
can this be called ‘convenient’?
(a) Do you agree with the sentiments expressed by 

the writer? Give reasons for your answer.
(b) Is this article based on fact or impression? How 

can you tell?
(c) Investigate and report on the changes that have 

occurred in supermarket shopping over the last 
50 years. Why have these changes occurred and 
who has benefited, the consumer or the retailer?

 Student workbook 1.11 Wrap up!
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38 New Concepts in Commerce

Best Biz Association Award
SEARCHLIGHT ID: PRO-0131

Scenario
The Best Biz Association Award, better known 
as the BBAA, is a world-recognised consumer 
body that acknowledges excellence in consumer 
products. These products come from businesses 
that provide products that are high quality, good 
value, readily available and produced to strict 
environmental, social and ethical standards. 
Each year the BBAA recognises businesses 
from different industries.

task
The BBAA is due to be presented in the 
next three months. This year, the BBAA 
has chosen to recognise excellence in the 
following industries: electronic equipment, 
surf wear and women’s apparel. Three 
businesses have been short-listed for 
this prestigious award in each category. 
Each business has been recognised as a 
business that has developed products of 
high quality and to strict environmental, 
social and ethical standards.

As one of the consultants on the panel, 
your first task is to select which industry you 
would like to judge. Once you have chosen 
an industry you then need to assess the 
businesses that have been short-listed in that 
industry and select a business to receive this 
award. You must provide a detailed report 
to the BBAA using the template provided, 
outlining why you chose that business over 
the others in the short list. You have a lot of 
research and work heading your way.

Process
1. Form a group with other members 

of your class. Open up your 
ProjectsPLUS application for 
this chapter, located in your 
eBookPLUS. View the Project Brief 
and then click the ‘Start new 
project’ button and set up your 
project group. Save your settings 
and the project will be launched.

2. Select which industry you 
would like to judge: electronic 
equipment, surf wear or 
women’s apparel.

3. Navigate to your Media Centre 
and visit the websites of the 
businesses that have been 
short-listed for your industry to 
find out about each business. 
You should also undertake 
further research about each 
business from a variety of 
sources such as: internet, 
advertising material, magazines, 
newspapers, etc. Keep a record 
of any sources you have referred 
to as you will need to include 
them in the bibliography in your 
final report.

4. Prepare a summary of your 
findings for each business 
and enter this information as 
an article under each topic in 
your Research Forum. In your 
summary, comment on the 
following:
•	 quality
•	 value for money/price
•	 marketing strategies
•	 convenience
•	 service 
•	 environmental, social and 

ethical considerations.
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DIGITAL
resources for this chapter

tHe LIFe And tIMeS oF MoneY
Money flows constantly throughout our economy. 
Many centuries ago, when human society was 
based on hunting and gathering, people would 
barter with goods, exchanging things of similar 
value. The ancient Greeks first used coins between 
600 and 700 BC. The first paper money was used 
in China around AD 1400. Australia was the first 
country to have a complete system of bank notes 
made from plastic. This video eLesson will tell about 
the history of money and its exciting journey from 
printing press to pulp. 

Searchlight ID: eles-0140

reVeLAtIon: MetHodS oF 
PAYMent

There are many possible methods of paying for the 
things you choose to buy. Some, such as cheques, 
have been around a long time. This interactive 
Revelation game will challenge you to identify key 
payment methods. Success rewards you with a fun 
animation. 

Searchlight ID: int-0784

Your ProjectsPLUS application is available in the 
Student Resources section inside your eBookPLUS. Visit 
www.jacplus.com.au to locate your digital resources.

Suggested software
•	 ProjectsPLUS
•	 Microsoft Word

Media centre
Your Media Centre contains:
•	 video segments from two Australian companies
•	 a ‘Recommendations to the Best Biz Association’ 

template
•	 an assessment rubric.

Chapter 1   Consumer choice 39

5. Once you have submitted your summary, print a 
copy. Each group member’s summary must be 
submitted with the final report.

6. View and comment on other group members’ 
articles, and rate the information they have entered.

7. Come together as a group and evaluate your 
research on each business and, finally, choose the 
company that you believe deserves to win the BBAA.

8. Navigate to your Media Centre and select 
‘Templates’. Use the ‘Best Biz Association Award 
Report’ template to help you create your final report. 
Each member of your group could be responsible for 
a different section of the report.

9. Print your ‘Best Biz 
Association Award 
Report’ and each 
student’s research 
summary, and submit 
them to your teacher.
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